In recent work [26] , [27] we have shown that any n-dimensional analytic semi-Riemannian manifold M has a global analytic and isometric embed- 
Introduction
Multi-dimensional theories of gravity and, in particular, the recent Braneworld Cosmological scenario, in which the Universe of our perception is a submanifold (viz. (mem)-Brane) embedded in a multi-dimensional (MD) manifold (viz. Bulk ), have generated a marvelous interest in mathematical and physical aspects of embedding theories based on the 4-spacetime of General Relativity (G.T.R.).
The theme of the present paper is devoted to the mathematical perspective of this subject.
According to the G.T.R., the model we adopt to describe the large scale structure of the Universe is a 4-manifold equipped with a semi-Riemannian metric structure, the solution of the field equations which (the latter) correlate the Curvature of spacetime with the distribution of matter, the energy and the momentum ( [5] , [7] , [12] , [14] ).
The possibility that there may exist more than 3 + 1 space-time dimensions was taken into account not long after the final formulation of G.T.R.. Kaluza and Klein (K.-K.) unified 4D vacuum Relativity and classical electromagnetism ( [15] ) on a 5-manifold that satisfies the vacuum field equations (curved by the contribution of the photons). The extra dimension was considered topologically compact (homeomorphic to S 1 ), infinitesimal (thus invisible) and the 4-spacetime was assumed not to depend on the 5th dimension. In fact, the Universe was considered as a hyper-cylinder, locally homeomorphic to R 4 × S 1 .
In a modern approach called Space-Time-Matter or Induced Matter Theory
(S.T.M.) ( [17] , [18] , [15] and references therein) these assumptions are removed and the result is the unification of Relativity and electromagnetism with their sources (mass and charge), expounded (the latter) as an artifact induced on the 4-manifold, generated by the (non-linear) geometry of invisible extra spatial dimensions.
One of the most recent Cosmological scenarios concerning the geometric structure of the (classical) Universe introduced by L. Randall and R. Sundrum ( [37] , [38] ) claims that the Universe of our perception is a (mem-)Brane of 3 + 1 dimensions embedded in a multi-dimensional Bulk of at least 5 dimensions. The main ansatz for this (possibly moving in the Bulk) Brane is that matter is confined on the Brane and only gravity and electromagnetic fields can propagate on the bulk.
Mathematically, these theories are modeled on a local embedding theorem of Riemannian Geometry, due to Campbell who was the first who stated it [2] , and Magaard ([8] , [30] ) who presented a strict proof (see [34] , [39] , [43] The process in the proof is a slight modification of that presented in [26] . We form a bulk that contains all the M k 's as disjoint submanifolds and using the known local embedding results and certain differential-geometric & topological arguments we obtain the requested global extension.
In Section 1 we give the necessary results we will use throughout the rest of the paper. Section 2 contains the proof of the basic result stated above. In Section 3 we study the topology of such embedding Einstein spaces, giving a Homotopic & a Homological description of the Einstein manifolds E we construct, which in both cases proves to be quite simple, due to direct sum decompositions:
Notations: In the sequel, the terms Spacetime, Brane, Bulk will be used in the place of paracompact, Hausdorff, connected manifolds (finite dimensional), equipped with a semi-Riemannian metric structure and the corresponding LeviCivita linear connection.
Preliminaries
In this section we collect for the readers convenience some fundamental notions retrieved from the references that will be employed in the rest of the paper. 
That is, its metric is a solution of the previous equations with T = 0.
If Λ = 0 the manifold is said to be Ricci-flat.
The following has been originally retrieved from reference [17] and used also in [26] , [27] , as the local analogues of the basic results. 
a local analytic at 0 ≡ φ(p) ∈ R n presentation of its metric, with respect to
Then, there exists a local isometric embedding (analytic at φ(p)) of U into some
which is an Einstein space in the local embedding domain:
that is
Setting Λ = 0, Th. 1.3 reduces to the Campbell-Magaard Theorem of embedding into Ricci-flat spaces ( [8] , [26] , [27] etc).
The following can be easily deduced from Th. 1.3 and the Criterion of local isometric embeddings (see [8] , [17] , [26] , [27] ):
Then, if the functions g ab are analytic at 0 ∈ χ(U) ⊆ R n+1 , there exists an
such that the coordinated domain U to be a Einstein space, with respect to g U and the respective Levi-Civita metric connection ∇ U .
Global multi-Brane Embedding into Einstein Manifolds
The manifolds we employ in this section are considered real analytic. Notwithstanding, it follows from results of Whitney [44] and Grauert [24] that this is not restrictive, provided that any
diffeomorphism with an analytic one, that is, it carries a unique compatible real analytic structure. See also [10] .
(This Theorem 2.1 is almost a replica of the respective embedding results of [26] & [27] . Notwithstanding, for complementary reasons, we reformulate a self contained proof from the very beginning, instead of giving citations to the prequels.)
We state now our basic result:
. (Global Isometric Embedding of Branes into Einstein manifolds in codimension 1)
Proof.
Step 1: Construction of the Bulk E that contains disjoint copies
Let F be an abstract analytic curve (1-dimensional manifold). We set
and A M will denote the Atlas of differential structure of this product manifold.
This product contains as submanifolds the given M k 's (each inclusion map is an embedding) in the induced structure. For convenience, we set
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We define the fibre bundles over M & F :
This construction gives a Bulk E that contains all the M k 's as submanifolds.
We shall treat M as if it was a single manifold ignoring the product structure.
The local (coordinated) trivializations have the form:
where (U; {x a } 1≤a≤n ) ∈ A M , (V ; y) ∈ A F , the atlases of differential structure.
In addition, the M k 's are all disjoint submanifolds of E: to see this, it suffices to chose m-many distinct points f 1 , . . ., f m of the fibre F and identify each of the M k 's with a copy living into the bulk E
Step 2: The topological covers W, W B & Q of E.
Paracompactness & product structure of E imply that there exist natural covers constituted of product charts of
is a patch at p.
number N ∈ N will be specified later as will. Such arbitrarily but finite many patches with different coordinate functions can be easily illustrated to exist on M initial curves with respect to which we construct the geodesical orbit of the patch).
The V -patches of the 1-manifold F can be chosen using the induced structure of an analytic embedding of F into some G of higher dimension restricted on the curve F .
Consider the restriction of each W ia on their common intersection
Thus, we obtain (N + 1)-patches at p covering the same domain on E, with different coordinate functions. Put N of them together to make an N-element class of patches at each p ∈ E:
Use now a Euclidean transfer to identify the distinct points
as the origin 0 ∈ R n+1 . Consider the intersection 
Consider now the inversion of B(0, r i ) via 1 of the coordinates, say the 1st,
. This implies that within each W ia lives an analytically diffeomorphic copy of the ball B(0, r i ):
We may also define a class of N-elements of inversed balls at each p ∈ E, distinguished by the different induced coordinates on each of them: 
Rename it to Q j and the coordinate functions to y
We form now 3 different topological covers of E, as follows:
Consider the above (Q j , {y A (j) } 1≤A≤n+1 ) patch at each p ∈ E & refine to a locally finite cover:
Dimension theory (see e.g. [9] for an elementary introduction) implies that the Lebesgue topological dimension td(E) ∈ N of the paracompact manifold E equals its geometrical dimension
This means that no point of E lies in more than (n + 1) + 1 = n + 2 elements of the refinement Q.
The previous cover implies the existence of 2 more locally finite covers, which we obtain considering the classes [B i ] and [W i ] at each p ∈ E, refined by the way prescribed by the construction of Q:
We note that if some p ∈ E lies in 1 chart (Q j , {y
Step 3: The family {f ia } ia∈{1,...,N }×I of smooth "Bell" functions on E.
In the sequel we shall need to use the partition functions' tool to obtain a global metric structure. Deviating from the standard approach, we do not introduce a partition subordinate to a locally finite cover, but instead we present constructively a family of functions with similar properties (except for the nor-
This novelty owes to the fact that we will need to use the explicit form of these functions and their crucial property of being real analytic within the interior of their supports.
The "bell functions" characterization owes to the form of their graph.
Statement 2.2.
There exists a family {f ia } ia∈{1,...,N }×I of C ∞ non-negative functions on E, with properties:
and the f ia 's are real analytic within the set they are strictly positive
(which is open & coincides with int(supp(f ia )) ≡
• supp(f ia )): Proof. Consider the C ∞ non-negative function on R n+1 :
(r > 0) which satisfies:
and is real analytic in the interior of its support as composition of analytic functions enjoying the same property: 
(2.1)
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Since E is real analytic, we have
and the supports of the f ia 's (as well as their interior) form a locally finite cover of E:
and this ends the proof of the Statement.
Step 4: The global smooth & locally analytic metric structure g E on E.
We can define a global section g E ∈ Γ(T * E T * E) as the product metric on
be any analytic function on W ia (the ψ (ia) 's will be specified later so that this metric to give an Einstein space geometry, using the local 1.3 Theorem). First, we define a metric on M as the product metric on M 1 × . . . × M m :
where pr M k : E −→ M k is the projection on the k-factor. Now, we may set
Introducing the functions:
(each f ia given by (2.1)) the metric on E can be rewritten as 
Recall now the Fundamental Theorem of Riemannian Geometry and equip (E , g E ) with the respective unique Levi-Civita linear connection which we denote by ∇ E .
Thus, the the triple
is an analytic semi-Riemannian manifold with smooth (& locally analytic) metric and the respective metric connection.
If (D ; z A ) ∈ A E is any chart of E (not necessarily product), the presentation g E in the local coordinates of this patch is:
∂z A Taking D = Q j , the form of the product patch implies the following diagonalized form of g E | Q j in the respective coordinates:
, ∂π ∂y
and they are all analytic functions, under the assumption for the ψ (ia) 's:
Step 5: The requested Curvature condition on E expressed in terms of local coordinates of the cover Q using the local results.
The condition E to be an n + 1-dimensional Einstein manifold, with respect to the semi-Riemannian structure (∇ E , g E ) (Def. 1.2)
is equivalent to the condition this equation to hold within all the local coordinated open submanifolds of a cover of E, say Q:
and in the local coordinates {y
where [g E ] AB are the components of the Ricci tensor of curvature, calculated by (due to the vanishing Torsion of ∇ E ):
where the Christoffel symbols are given by
Corollary 1.4 implies that, since the functions [g
E ] ab of (2.3) are analytic, there do exist analytic functions [g
) such that equation (2.6) to hold on every Q j .
Remark 2.4. The objective pursued to the rest of the proof is to show that g E
can indeed be fixed through the undetermined ψ (ia) 's living in the W ia 's of the underlying cover W, so that the local embeddings on every Q j of Q to hold, and therefore the whole E to be an Einstein manifold.
Step 6: Fixing the Einstein space metric g E through the unspecified
The topological dimensionality arguments of
Step 2 imply that no point of E lies in more than n + 2 charts (Q j , {y
On every Q j relation (2.4) gives an equation that will be used to determine the ψ (ia) 's in terms of the [g
[g
This is a linear functional equation with analytic coefficients:
and the ψ (ia) -variables are all linearly independent, since the coordinates of the patches are chosen distinct, although in the coefficients there exist the same f ia 's. Notwithstanding, these functions are distinguished by the different local presentations on the patches.
Consider the domain of E that appear the maximum n + 2 finite-many overlaps of the Q j 's of the Q-cover:
If we wish eq. (2.6) to hold on this intersection, we must request the equations (2.7) to hold on all the Q j 's simultaneously. This gives rise to a system of linear
We wish to extend the ψ (ia) -solutions outside of Q jr and finally on the whole E. We follow a stepwise procedure, to illustrate the method.
First, we extend the ψ (ia) 's on the sets
where the ( )-notation indicates that the Q js is omitted. These are n+2 n+1 = (n + 1)! (n + 2) (n + 1)! = n + 2 many sets. If we wish the ψ (ia) 's to be definable on these, we must additionally to (Σ1) request the following equations to hold (setting any sufficient value N ∈ N so that to have more ψ (ia) 's than equations)
(1 ≤ s ≤ n + 2) has the following meaning:
Requesting the system (Σ1) to hold on (n + 1)(n + 2) sets
where 1 ≤ s < k ≤ n + 2, requesting the additional equations
Continuing inductively, we can determine the ψ (ia) 's on Q j 1 , . . . , Q j n+2 , and thus on the whole Q j 1 . . . Q j n+2 .
Hence, the final set of equations we request to hold so that to extend the solutions as previously described is
The total number of all the equations (Σ1), (Σ2), . . . , (Σ(n + 2)) is M = , that is
Thus, setting
we obtain more ψ (ia) 's than equations, thus, there do exist solutions as desired so that the curvature condition given by eq. (2.6) to hold on the union
We claim that in fact we have specified the metric g E through the ψ (ia) 's on the whole E. If Q j , Q j ′ are 2 unions of Q j 's overlapping on at least 1 Q j 0 , then the metrics g E | Q j , g E | Q j ′ coincide on Q j ′ Q j ′ ⊆ Q j 0 , provided that we have requested the equation
to hold on both systems solved on Q j and Q j ′ .
Step 7: The isometry & C ∞ α embedding conditions. Having shown that g E given by (2.2) does exist so that relation (2.5) to hold on E, the isometry condition holds trivially by restriction of the product metric on the submanifolds M k : 
Homotopy and Homology of Analytic
Einstein Global Embedding Manifolds.
In this section we study Homotopically & Homologically the possible topologies that the embedding space E can have, in complete analogy with the respective of [26] .
The key-property is not the geometry of E presented in Th. 2.1, but the product structure of E. 
for all k ∈ N and any analytic manifold F , dim(F ) ≥ 1.
Proof. The proof is a triviality. We simply recall that the bulk E was defined as the product
and classical Homotopy theory (e.g. [1] , [6] , [13] ) implies the requested splitting relation for the Homotopy of E. 
